
SP211 Course Introduction



Physical Mechanics Background

Isaac Newton



I 1680: Newton is prominent “Mathematics” professor
I Has already invented calculus
I Has shown that white light splits into colors

I 1680-81: a comet appears - inspiration!

I By 1684 Newton has explained Kepler’s laws (70y old)



Standing on shoulders of giants

Tycho Brahe

Johannes Kepler



Tycho Brahe

I Ancient philosophers (Plato/Aristotle/Ptolemy/etc.):
I Stars are fixed on spheres (rotating around Earth)
I Sun/moon/planets are on different spheres
I Everything outside Earth’s atmosphere is eternal/unchanging
I Plausible mathematical models supported this

I Copernicus (1543):
I Spheres center on Sun, not Earth (but still eternal spheres)

I Brahe made very careful observations (no telescope)
I 1572: a new star (“stella nova”) appears

I Precise measurements showed it was at stellar distance
(parallax)

I Stars can change! (ancient wisdom wrong?)

I Also, precise measurements of planet positions over months
I Wanted to prove Earth was at center of celestial spheres



Johannes Kepler

I 1601: Brahe wills his data to Kepler (his top student)

I Kepler realizes planets travel in ellipses, not circles!
I Sun is at one focus

I Copernicus was sort of right
I Ancients were definitely wrong

I Kepler guesses an attractive force that weakens with distance



Back to Newton

I A lifetime later, Newton fleshes out the math
I Calculus, 3 laws of motion, one law of universal gravitation
I Another bombshell: celestial objects follow the same laws of

physics as terrestrial objects— the heavens aren’t special?
I But it fits the observations, so who can argue?

I And they all lived happily ever after. . . for 200 years



Speaking of giants. . .

James Clerk Maxwell
Albert Einstein



20th Century Physics

I Late 1800’s: Maxwell’s theory suggests light only has one
speed (confirmed by Michelson & Morley)

I This conflicts with Galileo’s rules of relative motion
I Early 1900’s: Einstein refines Galileo’s motion framework. . .

I Special relativity: speed of light is constant for all
non-accelerating observers

I . . . and Newton’s law of universal gravitation
I General relativity

I laws of physics must be the same for all observers, even if
accelerating

I space and time are interlinked, and are warped by massive
objects

I this is “heavy stuff”

I Also, at very small scales Newton’s laws are true only on
average (quantum mechanics)

I 21st century: more changes? Quantum gravity, entropic
gravity, etc. (USNA Prof. Ita)



In this course

I Kinematics, a mathematical description of motion: Ch. 2–4

I Newton’s laws of motion & force: Ch. 5–6

I Energy & Work: Ch. 7–8

I Momentum (the quantity of motion): Ch. 9
I Applications of the above

I Rotation: Ch. 10–11
I Gravitation: Ch. 13
I Fluids: Ch. 14
I Oscillations: Ch. 15
I Waves: Ch. 16
I Sound waves: Ch. 17



In SP212

I Different kinds of forces (electrical, magnetic)
I Applications

I Electricity/circuits
I Electromagnetic radiation (light/radio waves)
I Optics (back to Newton again)



Administration

I Syllabus/Course structure

I Section leader

I Fire, etc.

I Food, drinks, laptops
I Homework

I Assigned via WileyPlus
I See assignment for due dates, late policy

I Quizzes: open notes (only your handwritten notes/solutions)

I Admin questions?



How to Crush Physics

I Get fluent in the language (vocabulary, notation)

I Do every homework problem

I If you get stuck, get help

I After you get help, do it again yourself

I Document your work so you can understand it later (on the
quiz)

Perfect practice makes perfect (just like sports, music, etc.).



What to do now

I Get binder for handouts, worksheets, quizzes, etc.

I Get spiral notebook for notes & homework

I Get index cards to make flash cards for vocabulary & formulas

I Sign up for WileyPlus (not NextGen)

I Look at first WileyPlus assignment, find same problems in
textbook

I Install Logger Pro on your computer (will use Thursday)


